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The graphite encapsulated iron nanoparticles were fabricated by using arc discharge method. The synthesized
nanoparticles were pre-treated by an inductively-coupled RF Ar plasma and then post-treated by NH3 plasma
under various gas pressures and treatment times. Analyses of XPS spectra have been carried out to study the
effect of the plasma treatment on the surface modification of nitrogen-containing groups. The morphological
changes of the particles surface by plasma treatment have also been analyzed by using HR-TEM. Present
results show that the highest values of N/C atomic ratio of 5.4 % is obtained by applying 10 min of Ar plasma
pre-treatment and 2 min of NH3 plasma post-treatment conducted in RF power of 80 W and gas pressure of
50 Pa.
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1. Introduction

Iron nanoparticles have many great interests in potential to bio-
application such as drug delivery system, hyperthermia treatments,
magnetic resonance imaging contrast enhancement, etc [1–8]. The
carbon-encapsulated metal nanoparticles were first synthesized as
LaC in 1993 by Ruoff et al. [9]. So far, these particles have been
commonly produced by conventional arc discharge [10–15], modified
arc discharge [16,17], chemical vapor deposition (CVD), combustion,
laser synthesis, ion beam sputtering [18], and annealing microporous
carbon or diamond with metal nanoparticles [19]. Carbon coating of
the magnetic nanoparticles can leave the toxicity out without
detracting their magnetic properties. Moreover, the carbon coating
not only stabilize the nanoparticles but can also be used for further
functionalization, such as addition of the therapeutic agent, targeting
agent or fluorophore, depending on the purposes.

Among various functional groups for bio-application, the introduc-
tion of amino groups composed of primary amines to the particles
surface achieves enhancedwettability and improves its adhesion. Some
earlywork by I.H. Loh et al. reports the use of ammonia plasma, nitrogen
and nitrogen/hydrogen mixtures on carbon black [20]. Recently, there
are also several other papers studying about the amino functionalization
for carbon nanotubes [21,22], amorphous carbon sheet [23], nanocrys-
talline diamond [24,25], carbon nanoparticles [26], etc. However, this
modification has not been deeply studied on carbon-encapsulated
magnetic nanoparticles. In fact very few informationcanbe foundon the
topic of graphite encapsulated iron nanoparticles related to the plasma
surface treatment in order to introduce nitrogen-containing group
functionalities, such as amino group.

In this study, we mainly functionalize the graphite encapsulated
iron nanoparticles using Ar and NH3 plasma performed by an
inductively-coupled radio frequency plasma. X-ray diffraction
(XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), high resolution-
transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM), and energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental mapping were used to charac-
terize and analyze the results.

2. Experimental details

The graphite encapsulated iron particles were prepared by using
arc discharge method refers to Refs. [14,15]. The arc discharge was
generated by applying a dc current of 150–200 A at about 20 V voltage
between anode and cathode. Graphite electrodes molded with Fe2O3

powder by using graphibond-551R was used as anode. In the other
side, graphite rod was used as cathode. Both of those electrodes were
set with distance as near as possible in a stainless-steel vacuum
chamber with 200 mm diameter. The chamber was evacuated to
around 1 Pa by a rotary pump. A mixture gas of He:CH4 with ratio 4:1
was flown to the chamber until the pressure reached 1.3×104 Pa.
Then, carrying a high current between the electrodes will provide lots
of composite powders. The powders were directly deposited on silicon
substrates set inside the chamber. In order to obtain crystallographic
characteristics, X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed
with a RIGAKURINTUltima. For structural characterization, observation
using HR-TEM was performed by using a JEM-2100F equipped CCD
camera. The TEM sample was prepared by dispersing the nanoparticles
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in ethanol and dropped onto the carbon grid. The TEM observation was
conducted at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV.

Following the nanoparticle synthesis step, the nanoparticles are
treated by using an inductively-coupled radio frequency plasma
device. The schematic view of the chamber is shown in Fig. 1. The
chamber is 200 mm both in diameter and height. The water-cooling
copper pipe helical antenna, 100 mm in coil diameter and 20 mm in
pipe diameter, was coupled to an RF power generator at 13.56 MHz
via a matching net-work. Typical input RF power was about 80 W.

Samples were set in the glass dish placed on the stage inside the
chamber. There are two-steps plasma treatment performed here. In
the first step, pre-treatment was performed with Ar plasma and
subsequently NH3 gas plasma was used as the post-treatment to
introduce the amino groups. The period time of plasma pre-treatment
was performed for 10 min, while the period time of the post-treatment
was varied to 2, 5 and 10 min. During the experiment, the gas pressure
wasvaried as5, 10 and50 Pa at afixed gasflow rate of 50 sccm. After the
plasma treatment, the treated samples are characterized by using XPS
performed by Shimadzu ESCA-3400 with Mg Kα X-Ray source and EDS
elemental mapping performed by a JEM-2100F.

3. Results and discussion

The graphite encapsulated iron nanoparticles are successfully
synthesized by arc discharge method. First, it is confirmed that the
synthesized powders have a magnetic property, as shown in Fig. 2a.
The powders stirred in the purifiedwater in the bottle are attracted by
a permanent magnet, even when the magnet was located far from the
bottle. In order to confirm their phase and structural characterization,
XRD and HR-TEM analysis was carried out. The XRD profile presented
in Fig. 2b shows the presence of graphitic carbon (JCPDS 00-056-
0159), crystallized α-Fe (JCPDS 00-006-0696), iron carbides (Fe3C)
(JCPDS 01-072-1110) and iron oxide (Fe2O3) (JCPDS 00-033-0664).
Typical TEM image of graphite encapsulated iron nanoparticles taken
in highmagnification is presented in Fig. 2c. The diameters of particles
are mainly around 10–50 nm in size measured from the outmost
graphene layer. The spacing of the graphene layers is about 0.34 nm.

To investigate the effect of chemical modification on the plasma-
treated surfaces by Ar and NH3 plasma, XPS measurements were
Fig. 1. Schematic view of experimental setup of inductively-coupled RF plasma. (1) RF
powers supply, (2) Matching box, (3) Glass jar, (4) Cupper coil connected to the water-
cooling system, (5) Sample place, (6) Pressure gauge, (7) Gas inlet, (8) Leaking valve,
(9) Gas outlet connected to the turbo and rotary pump.

Fig. 2. (a) The synthesized particles (diluted in water) show the attractive interaction
with magnet in close and far distance; (b) XRD profile of pristine sample of graphite
encapsulated iron nanoparticles; (c) HR-TEM images of graphite encapsulated iron
nanoparticles.
carried out. The relative compositions of C 1s, N 1s, O 1s and Fe 2p, and
atomic ratios of O/C and N/C of the samples before and after plasma
treatment under different plasma conditions are listed in Table 1. The
experimental results show that the relative composition of C 1s
decreased after plasma treatment due to the ion bombardment of Ar
plasma pre-treatment. With the Ar plasma pre-treatment, many free
carbon bonding are expected to be created in the outmost of graphene
layer and then react directly with NH3 plasma to introduce the amino
group on the particle surface.

Comparing to the untreated sample, O/C atomic ratio of the
samples after plasma treatment increased. The increase of O/C atomic
ratio may be resulted from the following processes. First, carbon
radicals are formed in the outermost shell of graphene layers by Ar
plasma pre-treatment and NH3 plasma post-treatment, where the
sample surfaces are bombarded by electrons and ions and provide
graphene layers with graphite bonding that would be lopped off to
form carbon radicals. These radicals then can easily connect with
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Table 1
Atomic composition of C 1s, O 1s, N 1s and Fe 2p peaks and atomic ratio of O/C and N/C
taken from the XPS spectra before and after plasma treatment under various plasma
conditions.

Sample Treatment period
(min)

Atomic composition (%) Atomic
ratio (%)

Pre-
treatment

Post-
treatment

C 1s O 1s N 1s Fe
2p
3/2

Fe
2p
1/2

O/C N/C

Untreated – – 87.91 10.68 0.00 0.82 0.59 12.15 0.00
80 W,
5 Pa

10 2 76.02 19.01 1.15 2.26 1.56 25.01 1.51
10 5 74.62 18.18 1.11 3.31 2.78 24.36 1.49
10 10 85.50 11.22 0.94 1.43 0.90 13.12 1.10

80 W,
10 Pa

10 2 81.02 14.72 1.02 2.24 1.01 18.17 1.26
10 5 80.15 16.05 1.73 1.67 0.40 20.02 2.16
10 10 76.93 16.12 3.51 1.58 1.87 20.95 4.56

80 W,
50 Pa

10 2 81.30 12.14 4.40 1.75 0.40 14.93 5.41
10 5 82.13 12.48 1.90 2.44 1.05 15.20 2.31
10 10 82.91 12.71 1.08 2.19 1.10 15.33 1.30

Plasma condition: Ar and NH3 gas flow was kept on 50 sccm.

Fig. 3. XPS spectra in C 1s (a), O 1s (b), N 1s (c) and Fe 2p (d) region before (i) and after (ii) p
min of NH3 plasma post-treatment performed at 80 W of RF power and 50 Pa of gas pressu
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oxygen after opening to the atmosphere, which may result in the
increasing of O/C atomic ratio.

The increase of N/C atomic ration indicates the formation of some
nitrogen-containing groups on the outmost of graphene layers by NH3

plasma treatment. As for the treatment time, in the case of plasma
condition at 5 Pa, the post-treatment time does not give a significant
influence to the N/C atomic ratio. While the plasma condition at 10 Pa,
the increase of post-treatment timewill alsomake an increase their N/C
atomic ratio. On the other hand, in the case of plasma condition at 50 Pa,
the result is contrary. The highest enrichment of nitrogen-containing
functionalities shown fromN/C atomic ratio was obtained in the case of
2 min NH3 plasma post-treatment at 50 Pa. The nitrogen percentage
decreasedwhen the period time of post-treatment is longer than 2 min.
This indicates that in the case of treatment in 50 Pa, NH3 plasma post-
treatment time longer than 2 min is too long because the bound amino
groups would be released by the electrons and ions existing in NH3

plasma. On the other hand, it is expected that opposite phenomena
occur for plasma treatment performed in 10 Pa. The treatment times of
2 and 5 min at 10 Pa are still not optimum enough for linking nitrogen-
containing groups.

As shown in Fig. 3, the XPS spectra of both (i) untreated and
(ii) treated sample of C 1s, O 1s, N 1s and Fe 2p regions are respectively
lasma treatment with condition: 10 min of Ar plasma pre-treatment followed by with 2
re.
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shown in Fig. 3a, b, c, and d, respectively. The treated sample shown in
Fig. 3 corresponds to the treated sample with the highest enrichment of
nitrogen-containing groups (80 W, 50 Pa, 10 min of pre-treatment and
2 min of post-treatment). Each of the spectra was deconvolved to
several possible peaks based on the Refs. [21,27–37]. The C 1s spectrum
shown in Fig. 3a consists of several peaks, that are, graphitic carbon peak
of C–C sp2 at around 284.75±0.01 eV (denoted by A) [35]; C–C sp3 at
around 285.63±0.10 eV (B) [35]; carbon present in C–O and C–N at
around 286.49±0.01 eV (C); carbon present in C O at around 287.55±
0.01 eV (D); carbon present in O C–O and O C–N at around 288.75±
0.01 eV (E); carbon present in carbonate groups (–O2C O) at around
289.75±0.01 eV (F) and typical π–π* shake-up satellite at around
291.49±0.10 eV (G) [21,27,32,33,36,37]. The O 1s spectra shown in
Fig. 3b fitted to four component peaks: that corresponds to the lattice
oxygen (O2− in FeO) at around 530.52±0.14 eV (H) [28,30,31]; C O
groups at around 532.09±0.09 eV (I); C–OH and or C–O–C groups at
around 533.23±0.14 eV (J) and O C–O groups at around 534.34±
0.04 eV (K) [21,27,32,33]. In Fig. 3c, a significant peak can be observed at
around 400.0 eV in the N 1s spectra, which is possibly identified as
nitrogen-containing functional group, such as –C–NH2 at 399.56 eV (L)
and other substitutional sp2 nitrogen in the hexagonal rings of a
graphene structure at 400.84 eV (M) [27,29,34]. The highest atomic
percentage of nitrogen is 4.40% increased from 0% of the control sample
(untreated). Finally, in the Fe 2p region, there are two peaks slightly
increase which represent to Fe 2p1/2 (N) and Fe 2p3/2 (O). The signals in
Fe 2p spectra can be allocated to be Fe0 (before plasma treatment) and
Fe2O3 and FeOOH (after plasma treatment) [28,31]. This change is the
consequence of the carbon etching due to radical and ion bombardment
during plasma exposure.

Beside the XPS spectra, the surface analysis of the treated sample is
also carried out by the scanning TEM (STEM) image together with an
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental mapping. After
taking the STEM images, the EDS elemental mapping can be performed
to address the element composition variation in the area of a STEM
image. In Fig. 4, the left image (image in white and black color)
represents to a STEM image of the treated samplewhile the four images
in the right hand side represent to the EDS elemental mapping of C, Fe,
O and N elements, respectively. For example, the map for C element
shows the contrast area at the boundary side of particles which
correspond to the graphene layers while themap for Fe element shows
Fig. 4. STEM image (a) and EDS elemental mapping images (b, c, d, and e) of C, Fe, O and
treatment followed by 2 min of NH3 plasma post-treatment performed at 80 W of RF powe
the contrast area on the core part of particles which correspond to the
iron core nanoparticles. Themap of O element has a contrast area in the
center of the particle but in less contrast compared to the map of Fe
element. It indicates that the oxygen may be mainly found in the iron
core nanoparticle rather than on the particle surfaces. On the other
hand, the map of N element has a contrast area over the whole area of
particles but in less contrast. It indicates that the nitrogen element is
found on the whole surface area of the particles, which means that the
surfacemodification successfully attach the nitrogen-containing groups
on the outmost of particle surfaces. From the dominant signal at around
399.9 eV in N 1s region found in XPS spectra, it is considered that they
are very likely to be amino group.

The proposed mechanism of the nitrogen groups attachment is
explained as follows: during the plasma exposure, ion bombardment
during the pre-treatment by argon plasma provides a sufficient
energy to weaken and break the C–C bonds of the outmost of
graphene layer, hence allowing the nitrogen-containing groups
formed on the surface of graphene layers after post-treatment of
NH3 plasma. The nitrogen-containing groups formed during the post-
treatment plasma selectively attached on the outmost of particle
surface (graphene layer). Furthermore, the structural of inner
graphene layers and the iron core are still found in stable condition.
This means that the ammonia plasma allows the efficient covalent
functionalization of nitrogen-containing group to the surface particles
without giving any destruction. These features are very analogous to
the results of amino group addition on the carbon nanotube by
ammonia plasma modification [21].

4. Conclusion

Based on the results and discussion described above, it can be
concluded that the graphite encapsulated iron nanoparticles were
successfully modified by plasma processing and characterized well
using HR-TEM, XPS and EDS with elemental mapping. After the
plasma treatment with experimental condition applied here, the
surface of the outmost graphene layer was successfully covered by
nitrogen-containing groups definitively assigned by XPS spectra and
the STEM-EDS elemental mapping. The nitrogen-containing groups
formed during the post-treatment plasma selectively attached on the
outmost of graphene layer. The inner structure of inner graphene
N elements, respectively, of treated sample with condition: 10 min of Ar plasma pre-
r and 50 Pa of gas pressure.
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layer and the iron core are still found in stable condition which means
that the applied plasma condition allows the efficient covalent
functionalization of nitrogen-containing group to the surface particles
without any destruction.
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